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Sunkid: The future begins now! 
3D planning – VR presentation – Turn-key execution  
 
 
Superlatives should be used with care. Too often, things thus advertised do not live up to 
expectations under closer scrutiny. Sunkid seems to have developed a new game changer 
after the invention of its conveyor belt with this novelty, however.  
 

For the first time, Sunkid permits a view of future projects with unprecedented detail. A planning 
department created specifically for this purpose makes it possible now to experience future projects 
live using detailed 3D planning even before the decision to implement or even commencement of 
construction. It uses state-of-the-art technology, highly specific technical knowledge and satellite data 
to achieve this end.  
 
The advantages of the Sunkid Innovation are clear: 
 
Investment decisions by ski areas, ski schools and other stakeholders at a winter sports destination 
are often preceded by long discussion. It is not always possible to convince everyone involved. This 
is why it is decisive to integrate all parties in the best manner when planning projects already and to 
keep them informed. Technical drawings or the presentation on a map with dedicated product images 
usually only provide inaccurate ideas of reality. They can be hard to comprehend for persons who are 
not directly involved in the project, too. Project presentation by photorealistic 3D planning enables all 
parties to convince themselves of the future project live in advance.  
 

Perfect implementation to the smallest detail. Mistakes in planning can be expensive, in particular 

in case of larger investments. Even small details are of central relevance in order to ensure 

experiences at the highest level for guests. No matter if planning a skiing school area, constructing a 

Kids Slope, purchasing new lifts or skiing conveyor belts: The Sunkid 3D planning solves such issues 

before they arise.  

 

Long-term planning plays a decisive role in particular in projects that are to be implemented step by 

step across several years. The times are past when individual pieces of accessories and equipment 

were procured year after year, based on the available budget, without pursuing any clear line or 

objective. Sunkid will cooperate with their partners and customers to develop a comprehensive 

concept with a consistent line that spans an implementation period of several years. 

 

Day-to-day business. The 3D plans can help in the daily processes of a skiing school, for example, 

as well. When figures and other tools must be removed to prepare the slope, they often are not put 

back where they originally were anymore. The precise plans and photorealistic presentation now 

provide clear setup plans that ensure sustainably high quality. 

 

Recognising and using potentials is part of the basics for any entrepreneur. While it sounds easy, 

it is often quite complex in practice. Too often, a certain "blinkered attitude" or “operational blindness” 

will cause people to simply overlook certain options and opportunities. That is where a perspective 

change can be the solution. Precise details, virtually accessible views that can be inspected from all 

perspectives, and plans for a specific location or project permit new points of view and help access 

previously unused potentials. 

 

We invite you – See for yourself: Let us convince you of the great potential of this Sunkid Innovation. 
Contact us and let us come to you in person to surprise you with entirely new perspectives in planning 
and construction of your future projects.  
 
Or see for yourself: https://www.sunkidworld.com/sunkidworld-3d 

 

 

https://www.sunkidworld.com/sunkidworld-3d

